**GRAND PRO CF-4 LEG**

**Operating Instructions**

Thank you very much for choosing SLIK GRAND PRO CF-4. The SLIK Corporation has designed your tripod to be a sturdy, rugged, dependable product that will provide you with many years of satisfaction.

Please take a few moments to read this instruction sheet carefully before use so that you can take full advantage of your Tripod's many fine features. Retain this instruction sheet in case you might want to refer back to it.

**Caution**

This caution icon refers to information pertaining to important safety procedures in preventing injuries, or damages which may occur as a result of mishandling this product.

**Prohibition**

This prohibition icon refers to information prohibiting to prohibited contents. Please refer to instructions closely to avoid accidents.

---

**Components**

- **Center Column Tension Adjustment Knob**
- **3-Position Leg Angle Adjustment Locks**
- **Lower Center Column Tension Adjustment Nut**
- **Elevation Control Handle**
- **Pan Head mounting post**
- **Clamp Head**
- **Reversible Threaded Post**
- **Using the short Center Column**
- **Adjustment of Center column play (after using tripod)**
- **Care of the Tripod**

---

**Specification**

- **Folded length**: 825mm (32.7"
- **Max. operating height**: 2,540mm (100.5"
- **Max. center column ext.**: 2,460mm (11.1/4"
- **Weight**: 3.0kg (6.6 lbs)

---

**Operating the Center column**

The Center column can be moved up and down by turning the Elevation control handle. The Center column Tension Adjustment Knob adjusts the tightness of the column and helps prevent vibration.

**Lower Center column Tension Adjustment Nut**

The Lower Center column Tension Adjustment Nut is used when necessary to adjust the tightness of the Center column.

**Short Center column (Options)**

For the lowest possible camera angle with the legs fully spread, a special Short Center column is available as an optional accessory. This makes the lowest position 370mm (14.7"") from the ground.

---

**Equipment that can be used with this tripod**

- **Three Position Adjustable Legs**
- **Extending the Tripod Legs**

This product has been designed to handle equipment weighing under 10 kg (22 lbs). Do not overload. Some equipment weighing under 10 kg (22 lbs), such as long lenses, may not balance well due to its weight distribution.

---

**Care of the Tripod**

- **DO NOT** apply any grease or oil to this product.
- **Clean** with a mild detergent and a soft cloth only.
- **DO NOT** use close to flames. Avoid extreme heat.

---
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